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Introducing VERINT Education Services 
VERINT Education Services offer comprehensive training in the Government Engagement 
Management, previously known as LAGAN Enterprise, product. With over 20 years’ 
experience delivering learning solutions and transferring knowledge to our clients worldwide, 
we are in a unique position to offer guidance and advice on building a training program that 
best suits your distinct training requirements.  Our classes are highly interactive, they include 
real life scenarios which allow students to complete tasks that they will be responsible for in 
the workplace.  Training is delivered by highly professional instructors with many years’ 
experience in the VERINT products.  In addition to our generic courses we also customize 
training content and delivery style to suit your needs, whether it is formal training, group 
workshops, or individual coaching.  VERINT’s approach to education is flexible and will 
increase your return on investment in training, both financially and with the knowledge and 
skill levels acquired by delegates. 

About This Catalog 

The catalog provides a description of the Government Engagement Managemment courses 
available, including the objectives of each, their recommended audience, and the training 
delivery methods available. 

The following sections are included: 

• Learning Channels: Describes the various learning channels that we support.  

• Course Library: Describes the courses. 

Contact Us 

We ask you to use this catalog as an introduction to what we can offer. Please contact us to 
discuss your requirements further. Our aim is to provide you with the right training 
experience to ensure you get the best from your VERINT solution.  

Call us on: +44 (0)2890 788582 | Email us on: training.request@verint.com 

Find out more about our services @ http://elearning.kana.com  

We look forward to working with you. 

  

http://elearning.kana.com/
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VERINT Learning Channels 
We recognize that people learn in different ways and at a different pace. Some individuals 
like a classroom environment whilst others do well with self-paced methods. Consequently 
we support a range of delivery methods including: traditional Instructor-Led Training (ILT), 
Virtual Classrooms (delivered via on-line training facilities), eLearning and Supported 
eLearning. We also offer “blended learning” programs, mixing classroom based Instructor 
Led Training (ILT) with Supported eLearning. 

We have created a learning environment in which students are given the opportunity to 
successfully develop new skills and build on existing ones. The end result is customers who 
are highly skilled and competent in the VERINT products thereby allowing them to own their 
solutions and be self-sufficient as business requirements change. 

VERINT Instructor Led Training (ILT) 
Instructor Led Training (ILT) is classroom based and led by a certified VERINT trainer. Our 
classes include a well balanced mix of formal presentation of concepts, product 
demonstration, and Q&A sessions, plus ample opportunity for hands-on practice and case 
studies to reinforce the students learning. Each student receives a copy of the course 
concepts manual, hands-on exercise manual, screen casts (i.e. videos) of relevant product 
demonstrations, and other supporting materials such as reference guides.  

ILT can be delivered on-site, virtually over the web or via open enrolment at one of our 
training centers. 

On-Site Classes 

We can come to your offices and provide dedicated training classes for your organization. A 
key benefit of on-site training is that we can focus on your implementation and the specific 
requirements of your system. It gives us the opportunity to work with you to modify the 
agenda to meet your specific needs.  

Open Enrolment Classes 

Open enrolment classes are available to all VERINT customers. These are focused sessions 
away from the interruptions of the office, and provide a great opportunity to share ideas with 
fellow VERINT users.  Our schedule includes our most popular classes; they are delivered at 
VERINT training centers in the US and the UK: 

• Alpharetta, Atlanta, US 

• Chicago, Illinois, US 

• Overland Park, Kansas, US 

• Santa Clara, California, US 

• Belfast, N. Ireland, UK 

• Glasgow, Scotland, UK 

• Weybridge, England, UK 
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Virtual Classroom 

VERINT Virtual Classroom is distance learning taught LIVE over the web using interactive 
web and audio conferencing tools.  You will train with the same instructors who deliver our 
onsite and Open Enrolment classes, use the same high quality content, and receive access 
to the same practice labs.  During the session you can interact with other students and the 
instructor by asking questions on the phone or by typing in questions through an online ‘chat’ 
feature.  Audio is provided by using voice over IP headsets or by standard conference call. 

VERINT eLearning 
Our eLearning courses are self-paced, asynchronous (not live) training programs which 
encompass a combination of components including lessons, interactive demonstrations, 
simulations, email, chat, discussions boards, quizzes, self-assessment tools, and wikis. 
These elements create an engaging and interactive learning experience for students, and by 
offering a range of delivery methods it ensures that the training caters for multiple learning 
styles thereby making it more effective for certain learners.  

As people are typically social learners and like to learn in groups exchanging thoughts and 
ideas and interacting with peers face-to-face, each eCourse contains components that 
enable this experience for self-service learners. 

VERINT Supported eLearning 
The Government Engagement Management Supported eLearning curriculum 
accommodates multiple learning styles and preferences. Our eLearning courses encourage 
reflective practice and allow delegates to progress at their own pace providing a more 
personalized learning experience which increases the level of knowledge retention. 

Government Engagement Management Supported eLearning modules consist of mixed 
format material for delegates to interact with.  The majority of the material consists of videos 
or screen casts, which are supported with documentation, tutorials and hands-on practice.   

Support from VERINT trainers is provided with the eLearning curriculum; trainers are 
available to guide and assist as required. Progress is assessed through lab solution reviews 
and Q&A sessions at specific points in the training. 
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Course Library 
The library presents the full range of end-user, business, and technical courses offered by 
Verint Education Services. A subset of these courses is available for delivery via the Verint 
Virtual Classroom or as eLearning programs.  

You should consult the Course Dependencies diagram below to determine which courses 
are relevant. You can also contact Verint Education Services by email 
(training.request@verint.com) to discuss your training requirements. 

A diagram outlining the Dependencies can be found on the next page.  
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Course Dependencies 
The diagram below illustrates the sequence in which the training courses must be taken. The 
organization should therefore ensure that delegates have attended any pre-requisite 
courses. 
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Employee Desktop 
Prerequisites 

Computer literate with an understanding of your business processes 

Audience 

End-Users (Contact Center Agents and Supervisors); Business Analysts; Report Writers, 
Support Engineers; In-House Trainers 

Objectives 

The course provides a high degree of hands-on, intensive training on the Employee Desktop 
to contact center agents and supervisors. This is an example-driven course; we are happy to 
incorporate your own examples, providing they have been discussed with the trainer 
beforehand and sufficient time has been allocated for the course customization. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introducing Employee Desktop 

• Logging Interactions 

• Creating Inquiries and Cases 

• Setting the Interaction Client 

• New Customers 

• Script Flow 

• Interaction Context 

• Case Handling 

• Providing Case Progress Reports 

• Updating Cases 

• Exporting and Linking Cases 

• Managing Customer Records 

• Sending Messages 

• Creating Letters 

• Working with Emails 

• Enhanced Case Notifications 

• Note Labels 

 

The course is supplemented with demonstrations and examples and provides the student 
with extensive hands-on product experience. 
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Employee Desktop Web 
Prerequisites 

Computer literate with an understanding of your business processes 

Audience 

End-Users (Contact Center Agents and Supervisors); Business Analysts; Report Writers, 
Support Engineers; In-House Trainers 

Objectives 

The course provides a high degree of hands-on, intensive training on the web version of the 
Employee Desktop for contact center agents and supervisors. This is an example-driven 
course; we are happy to incorporate your own examples, providing they have been 
discussed with the trainer beforehand and sufficient time has been allocated for the course 
customization. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introducing Employee Desktop 

• Logging Interactions 

• Creating Inquiries and Cases 

• Setting the Interaction Client 

• New Customers 

• Script Flow 

• Interaction Context 

• Case Handling 

• Providing Case Progress Reports 

• Updating Cases 

• Exporting and Linking Cases 

• Managing Customer Records 

• Creating Letters 

• Working with Emails 

• Enhanced Case Notifications 

 

The course is supplemented with demonstrations and examples and provides the student 
with extensive hands-on product experience. 
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Train the Trainer 
Prerequisites 

Employee Desktop or Employee Desktop Web 

Audience 

In-House Trainers or those taking on a training or mentoring role 

Objectives 

The course equips delegates with the knowledge and skills to carry out successful 
Engagement Management end-user training in their organization. It includes topics such as 
how to facilitate learning for a range of adult learning styles, how to deal with difficult 
behaviors in the classroom and how to customize the end-user courses for their 
organization’s business processes. 

The Train the Trainer course also provides delegates with a practical opportunity to plan and 
prepare a short training session on the Employee Desktop that will then be delivered during 
the Train the Trainer Certification course. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Training Theory 

• Preparation 

• Delivery 

• Evaluation 

• Activity Bank 
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Train the Trainer Certification 
Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop or Employee Desktop Web 

• Train the Trainer 

Audience 

In-House Trainers 

Objectives 

The Train the Trainer Certification course is designed to certify that delegates have the 
required skills and knowledge to deliver Verint end-user training. It also provides delegates 
with the opportunity to review and strengthen their product knowledge before delivering their 
own training to end-users. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

In the morning session delegates will learn how to configure key business components of 
Engagement Management such as groups and user accounts thereby enabling them to 
manage and maintain the training environment.  

In the afternoon session, delegates are expected to demonstration their product knowledge 
by delivering a short presentation (10 to 15 minutes) on any aspect of the Employee Desktop 
applications such as case handling, logging interactions, setting the interaction client, etc. to 
establish that their level of product knowledge is appropriate. The preparation and planning 
for the presentation should take place prior to this session. 
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Business Configuration 
Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop Web 

• General IT and business skills 

Audience 

Business Analysts, Support Engineers, Technical Configurators, System Integrators  

Objectives 

The course focuses on developing the skills necessary to configure and maintain 
Engagement Management using the Configuration Studio. It provides a high degree of 
intensive, hands-on product experience. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introducing Engagement Management for Government 

• Configuring User Accounts & Privileges 

• Defining Work Queues 

• Creating Classifications 

• Configuring Cases Attributes 

• Tasks and Escalation Rules 

• Client Notifications 

• Correspondence 

• Case Study 
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Script Flow 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

This course illustrates how to design and develop script flows that will provide instruction to 
agents when handling customer interactions. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introduction to Script Flow 

• Designing and Building a Script Flow 

• Navigating the design screen 

• Submitting & Saving a Script Flow 

• Testing a Script Flow 

• Script Flow Nodes 

• Adding and Linking Script Flow Nodes 

• Associating a Script Flow with an event 

• Running a Script Flow within the Employee Desktop Web 

• Case Study 
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eForms 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

• Knowledge of XML is beneficial 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Technical Configurators; System Integrators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

The course provides delegates with the skills and knowledge to build eForms and implement 
complex functionality such as branching, disable rules and string arithmetic. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introducing the eForm Builder 

• Adding Page Elements 

• Adding Logic to eForms 

• eForm Buttons and Actions 

• Advanced Field Elements 

• Associating an eForm with a Process Definition and Auto Population 

• eForm Design Guidelines 

• Connect2Tell Web (Optional) 

• Veiled text fields 

• Partial save 

• Hide Rules 

• Case Study 
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Online Forms 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Technical Configurators; 

Objectives 

The Online Forms application is part of the Digital First solution offered by Verint. It provides 
the capability to rapidly develop and deploy custom web based and in application forms. 
Content and forms can be served using the Portal capability of the Digital First solution. This 
provides a Digital Engagement Platform accessible to citizens over the web in self-service 
and CSC agent-assisted modes. During this workshop we will illustrate how to build a form 
and explore the features available within the tool. The topics that will be covered are: 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introduction to Online Forms 

• Creating a simple form 

• Changing the form structure 

• Adding form elements 

• Changing the form style 

• Buttons and Actions 

• Setting Validation 

• Completing  the Form 

• Process Definitions and Auto-
population 

 

The course is supplemented with demonstrations and examples and provides the student 
with extensive hands-on product experience. 
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Advanced Online Forms 
Prerequisites 

• Verint Online Forms 

• Familiarity with SOAP Web Services 

• Basic knowledge of XPath and XSLT 

• Basic knowledge of HTML and JavaScript 

Audience 

Technical Configurators 

Objectives 

Within this course we explore the technical aspects of Online Forms and the Online Forms 
Adapter. You will learn how to extend the functionality of Online Forms using Web Services, 
JavaScript, Database Calls, how to configure localization and the migration features 
available within the tool. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introduction to the Online Form 
Adapter 

• Event Mapping and Services 

• Using 3rd Party Web Services 

• FLWeb (GEM) Web Services 

• Web Services and Online Form 
Maps 

• Sending Rich Email from Forms 

• Implementing Database SQL Calls 

• Responding to actions using 
JavaScript 

• Expanding actions using JavaScript 

• Localization 

• Uploading and downloading content 

• Migration across systems 

 

The course is supplemented with demonstrations and examples and provides the student 
with extensive hands-on product experience. 
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Web Services 
Prerequisites 

• Understanding of XML/XSLT 

• Employee Desktop Web 

• eForms 

Audience 

System Integrators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

This hands-on course provides delegates with an introduction to web services and an in-
depth explanation of the available web services. They’ll learn how to use the WSDL to create 
web service calls as well as how to generate, test, and diagnose problems with web service 
calls using tools such as SoapUI and TCPTrace. The second day will involve a case study 
where delegates will work at their own pace, to construct exemplar web pages that enable 
customers to create a Self Service account, request a bulky waste collection, report a 
pothole, and track the progress of an outstanding case.  

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introduction to Engagement Management Web Services and WDSL 

• Implementing Security 

• SoapUI and eForms 

• Managing Returning Data 

• Tracking Utility 

• Debugging 
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Event Publisher 
Prerequisites 

• Web Services 

• Understanding of XML 
Audience 

System Integrators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

This hands-on course provides delegates with the skills and knowledge to configure the new 
integration offering in Engagement Management for Government that of outputting case data 
through Event Publisher. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• An Introduction to Integration Events 

• Configuring Event Publisher within Engagement Management 

• A Middleware Example  

• Debugging  
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Configuring Case Routing Rules 
Prerequisites 

• Web Services 

• Event Publisher 

• Understanding of XML 

Audience 

System Integrators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

This course will demonstrate how to use a pre-existing instance of Integration Web 
Application (IWA) to manage the routing of cases from a generic holding queue in 
Engagement Management into a case specific queue in the same environment.  For 
example, after an agent has classified a case and pushed it into a generic ‘Repairs’ the post 
code is analyzed as part of the case details output and the case is automatically reallocated 
to a specific work queue that manages that post code area, i.e. ‘Repairs West London’. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

This course comprises of the following modules: 

• An introduction to the Integration Web Application (IWA) 

• Rulesets 

• The Engagement Management Side 

• The Event Publisher Side 

• Getting the standalone .jar up and running 

• The IWA Instance Config 

 

Note: This course only covers the configuration of the routing rules that determine what 
component of the case detail outputted by Engagement Management is analyzed and how 
to pull that case from a generic queue into a specific queue based on specific criteria.  This 
course assumes that the IWA instance/project is up and running on the current environment 
and it is pointing to the routing rules configuration file template. 
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Web Self Service (WSS) 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

• eForms 

• Knowledge of LAGAN Web Services 

• Understanding of XML 

Audience 

Technical Configurators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

Our Web Self Service solution enables you to deploy your business processes to customers 
via the web. This course explores the functionality available when using WSS, and gives 
trainees the skills required to create and maintain a Web Self Service website. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• An Introduction to WSS  

• The example site 

• Creating a Mircrosite with Site Designer 

• How to web enable an eForm 

• How to Web Enable a Transaction in Site Builder 
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Advanced Configuration 
This course can be delivered as an Instructor Led Training course or as supported 
eLearning – please ask for more details 

Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

• Script Flow 

• Database design and basic SQL skills are beneficial 

Audience 

Technical Configurators; Support Engineers 

Business Analysts may also find this course relevant as it emphasizes the scripting, 
business rules, and email capabilities of Engagement Management; however these 
delegates should have a basic understanding of technical concepts 

Objectives 

This course aims to enhance the product knowledge and skills delegates attained from the 
Business Configuration and Script Flow courses. It examines the products out-of-the-box 
integration capabilities, for example with Microsoft Word, external databases, email servers, 
and web applications. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Retrieving Dynamic Data 

• Creating Business Rules 

• Letter and Email Templates 

• Enabling the Email Channel 

• Customizing Toolbars and Menus 

• eForm and Form Data Storage (only applicable for LAGAN Enterprise v8.0.0+) 

• Advanced Script Flow Functionality 

• Other Useful Features 
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Security 
This course can be delivered as an Instructor Led Training course or as supported 
eLearning - please ask for more details 

Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop Web 

• Business Configuration  

Audience 

Technical Configurators; Support Engineers (LAGAN Enterprise v6.0+)  

Business Analysts; Technical Configurators; Support Engineers (LAGAN Enterprise v8.0+) 

Objectives 

The course examines the security architecture and features including how to assign 
permissions to a user and/or groups of users, how to restrict access to specific data, and 
how to define which case classifications are available to a user and/or group of users. 
Delegates will define permissions/privileges for groups of users, configure what data will be 
displayed within the Search, Contact History, Case Search, and Current Details screens, as 
well as define which classifications will be presented to a user / group of users when creating 
a LAGAN case. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Engagement Management Security – An Overview 

• Authorization Mechanisms 

• Functional Security 

• Create Case Security 

• Field Security 

• Data Access Security 

• Authentication Mechanisms 
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Knowledge Administration 
Prerequisites 

• An understanding of your organizations Knowledge Management strategy 

• An understanding of how Engagement Management is used within your organization 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Support Engineers; Knowledge Administrators 

Objectives 

The course explores the tasks and skills required of a Knowledge Management 
Administrator within Engagement Management 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Administration Tasks 

• Important Terms & Concepts  

• KM Roles 

• Users, Teams & Entitlements 

• Introduction to Tagsets 

• Content Sources 

• Additional KM Tasks 

• KM Reporting 

• Search.properties 

• Migrating Legacy Content 
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Knowledge Authoring 
Prerequisites 

An understanding of Knowledge Authoring and your organizations Knowledge Management 
strategy 

Exposure to Engagement Management from an agent’s perspective 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Support Engineers; Knowledge Management Authors and Reviewers 

Objectives 

This course explores the tasks and teaches the skills required of Knowledge Management 
Authors, Reviewers and Publishers within Engagement Management. It also illustrates the 
Knowledge Search functionality available to users of the system. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introduction to Knowledge Management 

• Important Terms and Concepts 

• Knowledge Management Roles 

• Authoring Knowledge 

• Advanced Authoring 

• Content Best Practices 

• Searching for Knowledge 

• Updating Knowledge 
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Maintenance and Support 
This course can be delivered as an Instructor Led Training course or as supported 
eLearning - please ask for more details 

Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration OR experience of Engagement Management in the work 
place 

• General IT skills 

Audience 

Support Engineers and those responsible for maintaining the Engagement Management 
system 

Objectives 

The course aims to provide delegates with the skills and knowledge to support and maintain 
the Engagement Management system. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Engagement Management Architecture 

• Exploring LAGAN Home 

• Properties Files 

• Logging 

• Menu & Standard Toolbar 

• Exporting and Importing Data 

• Auditing  

• Business Calendars 

• Archiving and Purging Data 

• Contacting Verint Support 
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Portlet Configuration and ODM 
Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop Web 

• Database design and SQL skills OR Introduction to SQL (LAGAN-SQL) 

Audience 

Technical Configurators; Support Engineers  

Objectives 

The Portlet Configuration and ODM course introduces the Object Data Model (ODM) and the 
concepts of ‘portlets’ and ‘perspectives’. Specifically you’ll explore how to modify the display 
of party (i.e. an individual or an organization) and property object data, within the LAGAN 
Agent Desktop and LAGAN Desktop Light. You’ll also learn how to modify the object data 
displayed within the Brief Details panel of the LAGAN Agent Desktop, and how to design and 
build a new Object Creation Wizard. Finally the course will examine how to adapt the fields 
of an existing ODM object to display data that is currently not available. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Introducing Portlets 

• Configuring Portlets 

• Tabular Views 

• Object Creation Wizard 

• Object Data Model 

• Configuring the Brief Details Panel 
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ODM Extensions 
Prerequisites 

• LAGAN Agent Desktop OR experience of LAGAN in the Workplace  

• Database design and SQL skills 

• LAGAN Portlet Configuration and ODM (recommended if you intend to display object 
data via portlets) 

OR 

• LAGAN eForms AND Web Services (only recommended if you intend to display 
object data within eForms) 

Audience 

Technical Configurators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

Delegates will learn how to create new object types within Engagement Management, how 
to configure the search facility for these new object types, and how to define relationships 
between objects. The new object type data can be viewed through the brief details, current 
details and creation wizard portlets within the Employee Desktop. This course also explores 
how objects can be viewed within eForms. Current ODM objects can also be extended to 
include fields that are not currently available. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 2 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Perspectives and Portlets 

• New ODM Object Types 

• Search Configuration 

• Object Attributes 

• Relationship Information 
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Reporting Schema 
This course can be delivered as an Instructor Led Training course or as supported 
eLearning - please ask for more details 

Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop Web OR experience of Engagement Management in the work 
place 

• Introduction to SQL (LAGAN-SQL) OR strong SQL skills that includes experience of 
writing complex SELECT statements that include aggregate functions, inner and 
outer joins, (correlated) sub queries, and GROUP BY clauses 

Audience 

Report Writers; Support Engineers; Technical Configurators 

Objectives 

This hands-on course explores the Reporting Schema and how to use this to produce 
operational and strategic reports. Delegates will, by the end of the day, have built up a library 
of reports including reports that illustrate case queue volumes, case handling times, user 
workloads, interaction volumes per party, interaction volumes per channel, etc; these can 
then be deployed, if appropriate, within their organization. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Reporting Architecture 

• Report Building Process 

• Reporting on Forms and eForms 

• Other Tables 

 

The course is supplemented with demonstrations and provides the student with extensive 
hands-on experience. 
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Business Intelligence: Fundamentals 
Prerequisites 

Employee Desktop Web OR experience of Engagement Management in the workplace 

Audience 

Business Analysts; Support Engineers, Report Writers 

Objectives 

The course explores our Business Intelligence (BI) offering including how to run the template 
reports provided with the solution and how to design and author ad hoc reports using the 
Report Builder interface. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 1 day 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• BI Components 

• Introducing the Report Manager 

• Report Delivery 

• Authoring Ad Hoc Reports 

• Navigating the Report Builder 

• Creating tabular, matrix and chart reports 

• Applying Filters 

• Grouping and Sorting Data 

• Creating Reports with Parameters 

• Reporting Tools Compared 

• Linked Reports 
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LAGAN Business Intelligence: Advanced 
Prerequisites 

• Employee Desktop Web OR experience of Engagement Management in the 
Workplace  

• Business Intelligence: Fundamentals (recommended but not essential) 

• Strong SQL skills that includes experience of writing complex SELECT statements 
that contain aggregate functions, inner and outer joins, (correlated) sub queries, 
GROUP BY clauses, and the UNION command 

• Previous experience of report development including requirements capture and 
design 

Audience 

Report Writers; Technical Configurators; Support Engineers 

Objectives 

The course enhances the knowledge and skills acquired from the course, Business 
Intelligence I: Fundamentals of Report Design. It explores the BI architecture, the reporting 
schema, and the Report Designer interface. Delegates will use the reporting schema to write 
SQL queries to retrieve specific data from the database. They will then be introduced to the 
Report Designer interface in which they can design the actual layout of the report and 
include functionality such parameters, drill-down, and drill-through. They’ll then explore the 
various delivery options and examine how security can be applied to the report. The course 
also illustrates how to write reports that include eForm and/or case form data. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training: 3 days 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Intelligence Architecture and Online Documentation 

• Writing the Report SQL 

• Report Lifecycle 

• Authoring Reports 

• Deploying and Delivering Reports 

• Securing Reports 
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Employee Mobile 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

• An good understanding of XML 

Audience 

Technical Configurators, Business Analysts 

Objectives 

Using Employee Mobile you can expose your processes to Smartphone devices to enable 
users to create, update and close cases remotely from any location. Within this course you 
will learn how to use and configure the Employee Mobile application. 

Duration 

eLearning: 6 hours 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• Using Employee Mobile 

• Logging into Employee Mobile 

• Looking at Available Cases 

• Taking a Case 

• Working on a Case 

• Closing a Case 

• Cases in My Location 

• Creating a Case 

• Synchronizing Case Information 

• Configuring LAGAN Employee Mobile 

• Introduction to the Configuration Process 

• Demonstration of a LAGAN Process 

• Configuring a Service Request Type 

• Configuring Case Work Queues 

• Configuring Case Closure Reasons 
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Configuring Open 311 
Prerequisites 

• Business Configuration 

• An good understanding of XML 

Audience 

Technical Configurators; System Integrators and Business Analysts 

Objectives 

Using Open311 you can expose your processes to multiple websites and Smartphone 
applications, allowing Citizens to report and track issues through as many ways as possible. 

Within this course you will learn some of the important concepts of Open311, explore 
functions available within the specification, configure a new Service Request type and test it 
using your Open311 system. 

Duration 

eLearning: 5 hours 

Content 

The course comprises of the following modules: 

• An Introduction to Open311 

• Customer Mobile Demonstration 

• Exploring the Open311 Specification 

• An Example LAGAN Process 

• Configuring LAGAN Open311 

• Deploying a LAGAN Open311 Process 

• Testing a LAGAN Open311 Process 
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New Product Features v7 to 15.1 
Prerequisites 

Experience of the applications and configuration of LAGAN Enterprise Version 7. 

Audience 

Contact Center Agents, Supervisors, Back Office Workers, Technical Configurators, 
Business Analysts, Support Engineers. 

Objectives 

This course explores the new core product features introduced in Engagement Management 
version 15.1.  

Duration 

Instructor-led training:  2 days 

Content 

The following topics will be covered – the suggested audience for each topic is displayed in 
brackets after its name: 

• Introducing Engagement Management for Government 15.1 (All) 

• Employee Desktop Web (contact center agents, supervisors, in-house trainers and 
business analysts). 

• Configuration Studio (business analysts, support engineers and technical 
configurators) 

• eForms (business analysts, support engineers and technical configurators) 

• Maintenance and support (technical configurators, support engineers) 
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New Product Features v8 to 15.1 
Prerequisites 

Experience of the applications and configuration of LAGAN Enterprise Version 8 

Audience 

Contact Center Agents, Supervisors, Back Office Workers, Technical Configurators, 
Business Analysts, Support Engineers. 

Objectives 

This course explores the new core product features introduced in Engagement Management 
15.1. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training:  1 day 

Content 

The following topics will be covered – the suggested audience for each topic is displayed in 
brackets after its name: 

• Employee Desktop (contact center agents, supervisors, in-house trainers and 
business analysts) 

• Employee Desktop Web (contact center agents, supervisors, in-house trainers and 
business analysts) 

• Configuration Studio (business analysts, support engineers and technical 
configurators) 

• Maintenance and support (technical configurators, support engineers) 
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New Product Features 13R1 to 15.1 
Prerequisites 

Experience of the applications and configuration of LAGAN Enterprise Version 8 

Audience 

Contact Center Agents, Supervisors, Back Office Workers, Technical Configurators, 
Business Analysts, Support Engineers. 

Objectives 

This course explores the new core product features introduced in Engagement Management 
15.1. 

Duration 

Instructor-led training:  1 day 

Content 

The following topics will be covered – the suggested audience for each topic is displayed in 
brackets after its name: 

• Employee Desktop (contact center agents, supervisors, in-house trainers and 
business analysts) 

• Employee Desktop Web (contact center agents, supervisors, in-house trainers and 
business analysts) 

• Configuration Studio (business analysts, support engineers and technical 
configurators) 

• Maintenance and support (technical configurators, support engineers) 
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About Verint Systems Inc.  

Verint® (Nasdaq: VRNT) is a global leader in Actionable Intelligence® solutions with a focus 
on customer engagement optimization, security intelligence, and fraud, risk and compliance. 
Today, more than 10,000 organizations in 180 countries—including over 80 percent of the 
Fortune 100—count on intelligence from Verint solutions to make more informed, effective 
and timely decisions. Learn more about how we’re creating A Smarter World with Actionable 
Intelligence® at www.verint.com. 
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